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SPRING POW-WOW mm, WHAT a WEEKEND!

would like to extend his thanks to ail the
people that have helped to put this weekend
together, especially the 1997 Section

Conference Entertainment Committee. To
all of you that came to have fun we hope

you enjoy the weekend.

Where else can you find more things to do

in one weekend than can possibly be done?
Only at the 1996 AAL-PA-TAH Spring
Pow-Wow that's where. You must be

wondering what are some of the things for

you to do this weekend, well let us list a

few shall we. Waterballoon splashbash,
climbing, volleyball, broom hockey, rifle

shooting, risk competition, capture the flag,

active arrowman award, swimming, water

polo Aal-pa-tah style, the quest for the

golden arrow, a Carnival, prizes, weekend

trading cards, Chapter competitions, movies,

Order of Chaos, Magic, raffles, basketball,

Monopoly competition, tide slide, and if that

is not enough don't worry because there's
lots more where that came from. Please

take advantage of all the activities that you

can because there are plenty to choose

from. In this news letter we've included a

whole bunch of information on the different

activities going on this weekend and how to

take advantage of them. So read through it

and find out what is going on. At the back

of this newsletter is a schedule so stay

informed and be ready for anything. The

Weekend Chairman Shannon Delhamer

sa

7HOSE CUIOE*
You may have noticed several people

walking around wearing black neckerchiefs.

These people are there to help you. Not
only are these people major contributors to

the outcome of this weekend, but they know

what is going on or at least were to find

out. So if you need some information about

what is going on this weekend ask someone

who is wearing a black neckerchief.
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THE WEEKEND CHAIRMAN
SAYS

"PARTICIPATION A MUST"

MHR8AUJ0I

That's right, on Saturday afternoon, on the
Activity field, there will be a knock down

drag out waterballoon fight. We suggest

that you come prepared to get drenched and

to soak others as well. If you brought a

water gun bring it along. This is a no

holds barred water balloon, sponge,
soak'em till there swimming, fun fest so
bring yourself and get ready to get wet,
muddy, and have a good time. You thought

the swimming pool held a lot of water HA!

You should have received a special booklet

called the Active Arrowman Award Record
Booklet. It lists all of the things that you

must do to earn the Limited Edition Active
Arrowman Button. There may seem like a

lot of things to do to earn this award, but

when you look most of the requirements are

things you are going to do anyway. Make

sure to keep your record book with you at

all times so the proper people can sign you

off when you complete the requirements.

Check the schedule so you don't miss

requirements. This is a participation award
so the only way to earn it is to get

involved. If you have any questions just

ask anyone wearing a black neckerchief.

WVKf CW£ ^ PC?
Well that's a good question. You see
everyone in Aal-pa-tah is a member of the

Order of Chaos and yet no one is. So do

you understand? If not then the only way

' to really know is to attend the campfire

Saturday night and all will be explained. If
you want a special Order of Chaos flap they

wiil be on sale AFTER the campfire in a

very limited supply.

THE QUEST IS ON
Can you say COMPETITION? I knew you
could. That's right the Quest for the
Golden Arrow along with several other
competitions will test your chapters mettle.

If your chapter isn't big enough don't worry
we will find you a chapter to participate

with and if you don't know what chapter
your in then just ask. Some of the
competitions include broom hockey, water
polo, many Quest events and much more.
So listen up, show your Chapter-Spirit, and
LET'S GET READY TO RUMBLE!
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THOSE HARD TO FINO
WEEKEND TRADING CARDS

Risk-Off Tournament will begin Saturday
night and run until there is a winner

(sometime in the earlier morning). If you
want to compete sign up at the proper

table, you'll see it. Get ready, count your
money, review your strategy, and be

prepared for all our war. Do you really
think your tough enough.

So you've discovered that pack of 16 cards
you got when you registered. As you look
through them you'll notice that they're all

the same "hey I got gypped" you think to
yourself; but NO that's not the case. You
see, the point of these cards is to TRADE
for the ones you don't have. There are 16
different cards and you have all weekend

to collect them all. One of the cards can
only be traded for at the Saturday cam pfire,

so make sure to attend and bring your
cards.

Arrowman record book; trading for a
complete set is one of the requirements to

receive the Active Arrowman Award. Be
sure to fill out the information on the back

of your cards before trading. Remember
this is for fun and meant for you to get out

and meet the other brothers, each brother
received a different set so it's up to you to

trade for the entire set.

GATOR BUCK/

I bet you don't have a lot of cash. Well
there is a solution earn gator bucks. You
can get gator bucks in a variety of ways

winning competitions, attending or
participating in different activities, etc.
Best of ail they are accepted at the finest
places like the TK GRILL and our Infamous
Saloon. Earn your gator bucks today.

If you notice in your Active

REMEMBER!
*Always bring your meal ticket to meals. «

They will be checked.

*Keep your Active Arrowman Record Book
and Trading cards with you always.

Don't RISK a MONOPOLY *ComPete with y°ur chapter during chapterv competitions.
*lf you need help ask a Guide.

*Have fun, and get involved in as much as

you can.

*Check the schedule and listen at meetings.

There are many more things going
on than what was discussed in this

newsletter.

t

This year we are starting the first annual

Risk-Off & Monopoly Masters tournaments.
We realize that many of you will want to

compete in both tournaments. So the
Monopoly Masters Tournament will begin

Friday night and run until there is a winner
(sometime in the early morning), and the
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SPRING POWmWOW SCHEDULE
FRIDAY

P.M. 7:00 Registration begins
9:00 Lodge meeting
9:20 Chapter meeting
9:30 Monopoly Tournament, Bingo, Capture-the-Flag, Movies

10:30 Cracker Barrel
11:00 Night Owl swim & pool activities

Magic tournament begins
SATURDAY

7:45 Reveille
8:00 Flag raising
8:15 Breakfast
9:00 Seminars begin (listed in dinning hall)

10:00 Freetime Activities (do what you want)
Pool, Rifle range. Climbing wall, B-ball, Volleyball, Tide Slide, ETC.

11:30 The BIG TH^EE COMPETITIONS BEGIN (ARE YOU MAN ENOUGH)
Broom hockey, Volleyball, & Water polo

12:15 Lunch & Chapter Pie eating contest; L.E.C. lunch in Handicraft
1:15 The Sink-A-Tnon Be There!
1:45 The BIG THREE COMPETITIONS CONTINUE (no rest for the weary)
3:00 Quest for the Golden Arrow Competitions begin (Chapters meet at the A. Field)

BIG Three Finals

A.M.

P.M.

4:30
5:30 Water Balloon Splashbash "prepare to be soaked"
6:00 Clean up for dinner
6:45 Flag lowering
7:00 Dinner
8:00 Campfire at Fort Blanchard "What about the Order of Chaos?"
9:15 Carnival Aal-Pa-Tah Style

10:30 Cracker barrel
10:45 Risk tournament, Movies, Capture-the-Flag
11:30 Night Owl Swim & pool activities

i

SUNDAY
A.M. 7:45 Reveille

8:00 Chapel Service
8:15 Flag Raising
8:30 Breakfast
9:00 Chapter meetings
9:20 Clean up

10:15 Lodge meeting & presentation of special awards


